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Abstract
Modern gas turbines operate at high inlet temperatures due to which various
components undergo severe thermal and mechanical stresses and fatigue. Suitable
materials for withstanding such severe conditions are not available or are too expensive
to manufacture. As a consequence, components need to be cooled to sustainable
temperatures and efficient cooling strategies need to be developed. This study presents
new internal cooling designs for turbine blades that eliminate the need for rib
turbulators in internal passages producing significantly higher heat transfer
enhancements. Detailed local heat transfer coefficient data of the proposed new designs
(swirl generation using tangentially injected coolant from one pass to the second in
serpentine coolant channels) are presented in this study. A transient liquid crystal
technique involving a single color capturing method was employed in this study. Liquid
crystals techniques are versatile and can be used for testing complex geometries. Also
gas turbine internal coolant channels are typically tapered from hub to tip. Results are
also presented for a tapered two-pass channel to compare and validate the assumption
neglecting the effects of taper and using the local straight, two-pass channel data, for
typically tapered internal coolant channels.

x

1. Introduction
Turbine blades are one of the marvels of modem engineering. A turbine blade
typically operates at temperatures and pressures in the range 1900-2700 F and 175-250
psi respectively. Adding to this, the blade rotates at 30000 rpm, making it really
difficult to design a blade that survives these harsh conditions. The increasing demands
of performance and efficiency are pushing the turbine inlet temperatures higher than the
material handling capabilities. The progress in developing new materials to withstand
that temperature is not on par with the engine temperature increase. Hence cooling
technologies like film cooling, internal cooling (impingement cooling, rib and pin-fin)
become necessary and make it possible for these blades to withstand higher
temperatures.
Cooling strategies for the turbine blades are divided into two major branches
namely, Internal cooling and External cooling. In internal cooling technique, relatively
cooler air (coolant) passes through the internal serpentine channels. These coolant
channels are generally cast inside the blade using single crystal techniques. The coolant
channels are of different shapes and configurations. Most common is the serpentine
passage design in which the coolant air goes from the hub to tip and then back to hub
and then finally it leaves through the trailing edge/blade-tip to mix with main stream.
This is called a multi-pass serpentine channel design. Single pass channels are used in
the leading edge of the blade where the heat transfer loads are the highest. Actually the
single pass channel serves as the source of air for jet impingement cooling. Jet
impingement cooling is the technique in which the coolant air is impinged on the
internal walls of the leading edge of the blade. This is the most used cooling
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configuration in the leading edge region because of high heat transfer values achieved
by impingement process. Internal cooling channels with plain and broken ribs offered
better performance over smooth turbulated channels. Many different (some intricate)
configurations of ribs have been tested and used in blades for enhancing heat transfer.
In the blade trailing edge, a channel with small cylindrical pins acting as support
between the suction and pressure sides of the blades is used. These pins serve as cooling
fins for the trailing edge. The coolant leaves the blade from the slot near the trailing
edge after removing heat through pin-fins.
External cooling of blades may be achieved by either film cooling or
transpiration cooling. Film cooling is a technique in which relatively cooler air is
ejected into the mainstream from series of holes on the surface of the blade. When the
coolant comes out of the coolant holes, it forms a thin protective film on the surface of
the blade, downstream of the holes. This film is relatively cooler compared to the
mainstream. So, this cooler film acts a thermal barrier, protecting the blades from the
hot mainstream gases. Several different shapes of holes have been tested so as to obtain
better film coverage over the blade. But all the tested shapes of holes, though highly
efficient, cannot be used due to manufacturing difficulties. The coolant holes are usually
drilled in the blades using Lasers and techniques such as EDM. Transpiration cooling
on the other hand, is the technique in which the coolant air transpires thorough the
porous walls of the blades and forms a thin film. This method is much more effective
compared to film cooling because it covers more surface area with film. Though highly
efficient than film cooling, this method has it own share of problems. One major
problem is the choice of material that can transpire air uniformly, because uniform
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porosity is very difficult to maintain over large surfaces. Also such materials cannot
handle severe thermal gradients. Choking of the transpiration holes because of dirt in
the coolant air also makes it unsuitable for use in turbines that are made to withstand all
conditions. Another reason is that transpiration cooling uses too much coolant, which is
costly to the performance of the whole engine.
Film cooling is very efficient from thermal design engineering perspective. But
it’s the last option from an aerodynamics viewpoint, because it reduces the aerodynamic
performance of the blade. It causes the mainstream to separate from the blade surface,
thereby creating more turbulence and reducing the efficiency of the aerodynamic
process and the engine performance on the whole. Special care need to be taken while
designing the film cooling holes with respect to the angle of holes and the velocity of
the coolant air shooting into the mainstream so as to reduce the lift-off of the film.
Disturbances in the mainstream limit the efficiency of film cooling. Add to this, the
problems of film destruction at higher mach numbers, excessive coolant mixing with
the mainstream and lowering the temperature of the mainstream etc., make film cooling
difficult to design. Film cooling is always used on top of internal cooling to produce a
cooler blade.
Effective internal cooling is by far the best way to cool the blades because it
affects the mainstream the least. This study is primarily to improve internal cooling of
the turbine blades. Some new internal cooling designs are proposed and tested for
application in turbine blades. The main idea is to create a swirling flow in the serpentine
channels that sweeps the channel walls and enhances the cooling of the blade. Figure 1
is a typical blade that shows all the modes of blade cooling that are currently utilized in
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modem turbine blades. The figure shows jet impingement cooling at the leading edge of
the blade and pin-fin cooling at the trailing edge. In between is the multi-pass serpentine
channel with 180° turns having periodic ribs to enhance the heat transfer in the middle
section of the blade. As can be seen the spent coolant is bled to the mainstream through
the holes at the tip of the blade and through the trailing edge slots.

Figure 1.1 Existing design of turbine blade
1.1 Background
Blade cooling has been the focus of several researchers for over three decades
dating from mid 60s. Internal cooling with serpentine passages has been one of the
more popular techniques. There are several studies focused on serpentine channel with
ribs and other configurations. A detailed literature survey is presented below.
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Periodic ribs enhance heat transfer due to the periodic tripping of the boundary
layer and preventing the flow from becoming fully developed. Webb et al. (1971)
explain the physical concept of the ribs enhancing the heat transfer in tube flows.
Though the presence of ribs increases the pressure drop, they enhance the heat transfer
significantly. The effect of the rib-height (e) to hydraulic diameter (D) and rib-height to
pitch (P) in augmenting the heat transfer between the parallel plates was studied by Han
et al. (1978). Also the effect of angle of attack (α) was studied. Boyle (1984) presented
heat transfer information along the channel inside the serpentine passage for turbine
blades. Metzger et al. (1985) presented the heat transfer distributions around the sharp
180-degree turn. Han et al. (1984, 1985), Chandra et al. (1987), Han et al.(1988) have
all proved that ribbed channels with angle of attack 60° provided the highest heat
transfer along with highest pressure drop. Best performance was given by ribs with
angle of attack in the range of 35°-45°. Inclined ribs enhanced the heat transfer because
of the secondary vortices generated by the rib in addition to the separation and
reattachment of the main flow by the rib. Broken parallel and inclined ribs were studied
by Han et al. (1990). Inclined broken ribs generate additional turbulence at the end of
the ribs in addition to the secondary vortices causing enhanced heat transfer. But broken
ribs are very difficult to cast inside blade channels. Most difficult process is getting
sharp edges for the ribs, even if ribs are cast to designed size. All the commercially
viable casting techniques give rounded edges for the ribs. Moreover all the data arrived
at by the researchers assumes ribs having sharp edges. Consequently all that data cannot
be used without making some adjustments.
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The basic idea of increasing the turbulence to increase the heat transfer leads to
using the vortex generators like the delta and winglet pairs, wedges, cylindrical pins all
have been tested by various researchers (Han et al. 1993, Chen et al. 1996, Hibbs et al.
1996, 1998). These vortex generators create large-scale vortices that traverse down the
length of the channel, around the turn, to the exit of the channel. The vortices start at the
leading edge of the delta wings and winglet pairs and keep developing downstream.
Staggered arrangement proved to be better than the inline arrangement in terms of lesser
pressure drop but heat transfer was also less though much more uniform. Cylindrical
pins and the delta wings sitting on top of the rectangular ribs, as studied by Chen et al
(1996). did generate large-scale vortices but the increase in the heat transfer was more
of a local effect .The overall increase being only 20% on average for all the cases. The
biggest problem with using these cylindrical pins and delta wings on the ribs is the
additional difficulty of casting them to the right shape and dimensions, in the already
critical process of making the ribs.
Of recent note, swirl induced tubular flows, as shown by Glezer et al. (1996), for
enhancing the heat transfer have captured attention of the turbine industry. The
technique primarily consists of tangentially injected coolant fluid into circular tubes.
The tangentially injected coolant takes the path along the circumference of the tube
thereby, creating one big swirl and enhancing the heat transfer. Though this method was
proposed by Krieth and Margolis (1959), it gained importance recently because studies
by Ligrani et al.(1997), Moon et al.,(1998) showed that this technique has advantages.
The total swirl along with the Goertler vortices (generated by the flow over curved
surface) enhances the heat transfer in the channel. But the swirl gets weaker as it passes
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down the channel length because of the highly turbulent nature of the flow. So multiple
injections at different locations along the channel length enhance the swirl strength and
prevent it from breaking down. Swirl cooling appears promising and is better than rib
cooling because of the lower driving pressure and not many complexities involved for
the casting part. But the real problem is how to create the swirl in the passage. Some
researchers have suggested using a swirl generator mesh, which causes a big pressure
drop in the driving fluid. Moreover to get a strong swirl, these swirl generators need to
be placed inside the channels at various locations. So casting the passages with swirl
generators again becomes the problem. Creating a tangential injection of the coolant at
the start of the channel raises new design problems. Few new studies have presented
viable designs for generating swirls inside the channels with potential to achieve higher
heat transfer enhancement rates with acceptable pressure losses, less sensitive to
fabrication tolerances, relatively simple and cheaper technology (manufacturing of
smooth passages). Other novel techniques like double wall cooling techniques (e.g.
Lamilloy©, Rolls Royce Engines Patent.), used by high performance military aircraft
engines, are too expensive to fabricate for use in commercial aircraft engines and
industrial engines.
1.2 Present Study
In view of all the above advances in cooling, this study focuses on investigating
alternative approach for enhancing the cooling process without significant changes in
the internal cooling design of the existing turbine blades. Using the concept of swirl
flows, the new design generates the swirls in the second pass by the multiple injection
holes in the divider wall. The coolant flows through the first pass and enters the second
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pass through the holes in the divider wall. Holes on the divider plate are placed such
that a swirl is created in the second pass by the coolant air coming out of the holes.
Figure 1.2 shows the conventional design compared with the proposed design.

Proposed Design

Existing Design

Figure 1.2 Proposed design
The jets ricochet off the surfaces of the second pass channel and produce a swirling
flow that is carried downstream by the cross-flow generated by the spent air. Also
inclining these holes towards the sidewalls causes the jet from the injection holes to
impinge on, the blade inside surface and thereby, enhance the heat transfer significantly.
These sidewalls represent the insides of the pressure and suction surface walls of the
channel. The holes for the test section are drilled in the divider wall and the divider wall
extends over the length of the channel eliminating the 180-deg. turn. Cases with holes
8

on just one edge of the divider wall cause huge enhancements on impinging walls and
lesser on the opposite walls. But this method generates one strong swirl. Cases with two
rows of holes on both the edges of the divider wall create two counter rotating swirls,
enhancing the heat transfer on both the walls equally. Results for both the cases (one
and two rows of holes) are presented in this study. These geometries may also help in
resisting the centrifugal and coriolis forces generated by the rotating blades. Further
studies need to be conducted to know the effect of new designs on the flow structure in
rotating blades. Also some other configurations such as a tapered slot in the divider wall
are studied.
This study also investigates the currently used design methods for the real
turbine blades, i.e., the use of square channel correlations for calculating the heat
transfer numbers in the tapering square channel from the hub to tip of the blade. That is,
to say in other words, designers do not consider the additional effect of taper of blade
from hub to tip while calculating the heat transfer. The real turbine blade thins down (or
has taper) from hub to tip of the blade. This is mainly done to make the centrifugal
stresses in the blade more uniform from the hub to tip. So the internal cooling channels
also change in size and shape from the hub to tip. They tend to taper in accordance with
the blade shape. Hence the actual shape, ‘taper ‘ need to be considered while designing
and calculating the heat transfer data. Generally all the research work assumes a straight
square channel to calculate the heat transfer values. Also when applying this to the
tapering blade, designers tend to calculate the hydraulic diameter of the local square
section completely ignoring the taper effect. Though the variations in Reynolds number
because of change in hydraulic diameter are considered, it is predicted that change in
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shape of the channel (taper) in the upstream of the channel has significant effect on the
heat transfer values downstream. Also the flow acceleration because of the changes in
diameter tends to vary the turbulence levels and cause variations in heat transfer. This
study also tests some tapering cross sections of the two pass channels and compares
with straight two pass channels. Smooth and ribbed channels have both been
investigated.
All these experiments to calculate the heat transfer coefficient values are carried
out using the Transient Liquid Crystal (TLC) method. This method was introduced in
late 80’s to calculate the heat transfer in a non-intrusive way. Liquid crystals are organic
materials that change their color when their temperature is changed. In other words,
liquid crystal temperature can be determined by calibrating their color change to
temperature. Apart from being non-intrusive, this method has a major advantage of
resolution and detail over its counterparts. This is because the size of liquid crystals is in
the order of hundreds of microns. A high-resolution camera is used to capture the color
maps. This makes it possible to get much more detail maps of the surface temperature
(in the order of thousands of pixels), when compared to an array of thermocouples
(hundreds). The captured color maps are analyzed to calculate the heat transfer. During
the past ten years this method has been used extensively by various researchers (Vedula
and Metzger, 1991; Ekkad and Han, 1995, 1997; Chyu 1999) to calculate heat transfer.
This study also makes use of this popular technique to calculate the heat transfer data
inside the proposed channels.
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2. Description
2.1 Description of Test-Setup
The test section is a plexiglass model, designed to simulate the coolant channel
inside the turbine blade. Figure 2.1 shows the overall test setup for running the
experiment and taking the data. The test setup consists of the plexiglass test-section,
heater, CCD RGB camera, Image processing system with ICPCI Color Frame grabber

A ir from
Com pressor

1. RGB Cam era
2. Frame Grabber Board
& Computer
3. Temperature Controller
4 . Diverter Valve
5. Heater

6. Thermocouple
7. Digital temperature
Recorder
8. Test Section
9. Temperature Recorder
Board & Computer

Figure 2.1 Complete test setup
board, flow loop and temperature monitoring and recording system. As mentioned
earlier, this study uses the liquid crystal technique to determine the heat transfer
coefficient. Color maps of surfaces coated with liquid crystals correspond to the surface
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temperature, which are used for calculating the heat transfer over the surface. So to
capture the color map, a digital RGB camera (make: Panasonic) with a resolution of
512*480 pixels is used. This camera is connected to the computer through a color frame
grabber card (ICPCI board). The frame rate obtained depends on the speed on the
computer, type of the interface card, data transfer rates, the size of image being
captured, storage device speeds etc. To overcome problems with low speed storage
devices, the image data is processed in real time using high speed RAM and then
written to the disk for permanent storage. Hence there is a need for big temporary
memory banks as RAM. This study uses a computer with processing speed of 400 MHz,
256Mb RAM and 100MHz data bus speed to run the experiments at acceptable frame
rates.
The digital camera is interfaced with the computer through an ICPCI Color
Frame Grabber board. This frame grabber board can be configured for use with many
digital cameras. Software called Imaging-ITEX does the job of configuring the frame
grabber board to the Panasonic RGB camera. So the complete data acquisition system
consists of a digital camera to capture RGB images, an interface ICPCI card and high
speed RAM to store the image data. Unlike the other experiments which use a video
camera to record the color changes and process that film later, this experiment analyzes
the color changes in real time and writes the times of color change to RAM. Hence this
method requires less hardware and also reduces the data post processing time. To
calculate heat transfer, a map of color changes with time over the surface is needed. An
image processing software called OPTIMAS is used to program the board and obtain
color maps (or time of color change maps). OPTIMAS allows the user to program the
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camera to capture images with varying intensity, with varying frame rate and also
incorporate some advanced image-processing techniques to filter images. A macro
written in OPTIMAS-ALI (Analytical Language for Images) captures images from the
camera, analyzes it in real time for color changes and writes the frame rates (or time)
when the color changes occurred to one single file. All these experiments are conducted
by tracking a single color. Green color changes are chosen and tracked because it is the
most dominant color visible for the camera. Moreover, the color change from red to
green is more visible compared to change from green to blue.
Thermochromic Liquid crystals (or short as Liquid Crystals - TLC) are organic
compounds, which change color with temperature. If cooled below their isotropic liquid
state, below the clearing point, to their liquid crystal state and illuminated by white
light, TLCs reflect visible light in a narrow wavelength band. The wavelength band of
the reflected light shifts from short wavelengths (blue light) through the visible
spectrum to long wavelength (red light) as the temperature of the liquid crystal is
reduced from its upper event temperature to its lower event temperature. This shift in
color of reflected light is known as TLC’s color play. The liquid crystal is essentially an
organic chemical encapsulated in a polymer, which polarizes the incident light.
Depending on the temperature the degree of polarization changes. Hence the change in
reflected color with the temperature. The color play of the TLCs is calibrated against
TLC temperature so that TLC can be used as a thermometer in a precise and repeatable
manner. TLC mixtures are commercially available that begin their color play anywhere
from -30° C to 100° C and have color play bandwidths from 0.5° C to 30° C. Also the
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response time of TLC to change color with temperature is of the order of milliseconds.
This is low enough to get a statistically acceptable error in calculating the heat transfer.
For the experiment, TLCs used (Hallcrest, BM/R35C1W), have a color play
starting at 35.2° C with a color bandwidth of 1° C. The liquid crystal used, is in the form
of slurry that is sprayed on to the test section surface using an air gun. The thickness of
the thin layer sprayed is around several micrometers with low roughness. After the
surface dries, it is tested for color intensity. If the intensity of the reflected light is low,
another layer of TLC is sprayed on to it. Black soluble paint is sprayed on top of liquid
crystal layer. This makes the color change more visible. So now the color play on the
test surface is from black - red - green - blue - black when the surface is heated. The

Figure 2.2 Test section geometries
flow loop consists of the air supply from a 300-psi air storage pressure vessel. The highpressure air is regulated, flow rate measured and monitored using a standard orifice
meter and a gate valve. The air then follows the flow line consisting a 3KW heater
(Hotwatt) for heating the inlet air for conducting the transient heat transfer test. The
14

temperature of air at the exit of heater is measured and held constant using a
temperature controller (CAL3300). The air is then diverted away from entering the test
section using a three-way ball diverter valve. This ensures that the air attains a constant
temperature before running the experiment. When the air attains the constant desired
temperature, it is routed through the test section by flipping the valve. A series of honey
comb strips and meshes break the jet like flow and provide a uniform flow at the
entrance of the test section. The turbulence intensity levels in a similar kind of test
section used by Ekkad et al.(1997) are in the range of 8-10%.
Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of the proposed test section designs with divider
wall having one row of holes, two rows of holes and finally a tapered slot against the
standard two pass channel with U turn. The test channel is a 5.08 cm (2”) square section
running to the length of 60.96 cm (24”). Figure 2.3 shows the details for the proposed
design. This figure shows that the U turn in the conventional blade design is altogether

Figure 2.3 Detailed view of the test section
15

removed and the divider wall extended to the end of the channel length. The channel
i.e., both the first and second pass have the length to hydraulic diameter ratio (L/D) as
12. There are 12 holes on each plate. The diameter of each hole is calculated so as to
keep the total area of all the holes together equal to the area of the U turn region for
comparison purposes. The calculated diameter is 1.27cm (0.5 inches). Each hole is
placed at distance of 2.54 cm (center to center distance of two-hole diameters) (1 inch).
Also the holes are placed at distance of 1.27 cm from the end of the plate. The
parameter X/D is assumed to be 0 at the end wall, running to +ve values in second pass
and decreasing in -ve values in the first pass. The holes start from the X/D = 0 to X/D =
6 as shown in figure. To put in other words, there are no holes along the divider wall for
the first 30.48-cm of the channel length from entrance (L/D=6). In case of two rows of
holes, the diameter of each hole is maintained to be 1.27 cm to maintain consistency.
The thickness of all the walls of the test section 1.27 cm. Thickness of divider wall is
also 1.27 cm. The primary walls on which the measurements are taken are designated as
Wall1 and Wall2. These two walls represent the suction and pressure side walls of the
turbine blade. The top wall and bottom wall are only exposed to only the coolant flow
(in the actual turbine blade). These two walls act as secondary walls for convection
cooling. The end wall is the wall that is exposed to tip of the turbine blade or the
plenum region of the vanes.
Figure 2.4 shows the sectional view of the two-pass channel with different
divider wall (or plate) configurations. The two-pass with 180° U turn is denoted as Case
1. In Case 2, the divider wall has holes normal (β = 0°) to the surface of the plate. The
holes are placed 1.27cm from the end of the hole. In this case, the coolant air coming
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from the first pass to second pass is directed to hit the top wall of the test section. In
Case 3, the holes are inclined towards the Wall1 at β = 45°. The center of the hole on
the upper surface of the divider plate is still at 1.27cm from the end of the wall as
shown in the figure. The holes are positioned such that the flow is directed towards the
Wall1. In Case 4, the holes are also angled at β = 45°, but with exit of the holes
centerline located 3.81 cm from Wall 1. This is different from Case 3, in that, the lateral
angle of the holes is directed away from the nearest wall.

Figure 2.4 Cross sections for cases 2,3,4
Figure 2.5 shows the configurations of two-hole sections. Case 5 is the one with
divider wall having two rows of straight holes. This is similar to the case 2 in all
dimensions, but has two rows of holes instead of one. Case 6 shows the cross-section of
the test section with two rows of inclined holes, similar to case 3, except the number of
holes. The air coming from two holes are directed to hit the Wall 1 and Wall 2. The
inclination angle of the holes, β, is maintained to be 45°. Two rows of holes are tested
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because they are symmetrical and are predicted to enhance the heat transfer on both
walls equally. Case 7 is the one with a tapered divider plate (or the slot geometry)
instead of straight plate from wall to wall. The slots along both the sidewalls begin from
the middle of the channel and increase in width to about 0.96-cm at the endwall
location. The 2-D slots were chosen instead of a uniform slot width to create more
uniform flow through the slot from inlet to the endwall.

Figure 2.5 Cross sections for cases 5 , 6, 7
The heat transfer measurements are made only on Wall 1 and Wall 2 of the
plexiglass test section. As mentioned earlier, both the Wall 1 and Wall 2 are coated on
the inside with TLC. This layer is covered with a thin layer black paint to ensure
visibility of the liquid crystal color changes when viewed from the outside. Once the
test section is coated with both the liquid crystal and black paint layers, the insides of
the channel are opaque. Thermocouples are placed at inlet and outlets of each passage
(a total of four) to measure the local bulk temperature of the heated air as a function of
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time. The transient thermocouple outputs are digitized during the test using an 8Channel A/D system (Instrunet). A software, called Instrunet allows configuring the
A/D system for frequency of data, accuracy of data recorded, way to store data (RAM
or HDD), filter the temperature signal etc. Since the air temperature from a sudden
switching of the valve does not produce a step change, it is important to measure the
transient response of the air temperature. For the experiments the temperature is
recorded 4 times every second and stored in RAM to be processed.
Apart from the heat transfer data, qualitative flow visualization data have also
been obtained. Flow structures for various cases with different divider plates are
visualized using smoke from a smoke generator. The same imaging processing system
is used for smoke imaging. The camera is focused on to the end wall of the test section
to be able to capture the swirl flow images. Optimas is used to acquire the sequential
images of the smoke flowing through the test section. The images (typically a set of 50
in sequence) are stored in RAM and then written to the permanent storage device. For
this purpose computer with high memory (256Mb RAM) is required. These stored
images are then processed to eliminate the background and obtain the images of only
the smoke structure. Also, Optimas allows various other morphological operations on
the smoke images to sharpen and enhance it. These smoke images primarily help to
better understand the physical concept of enhancement of heat transfer and this
information can be used for improving the designs in future.
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3. Heat Transfer Theory and Technique
In this section, the heat transfer model used to measure the local heat transfer
coefficient from liquid crystal thermography will be presented. Three techniques are
available to measure the heat transfer coefficients on a test surface using TLCs. The
first technique is a steady state constant heat flux surface and hue capturing liquid
crystal method. The second is a transient single color capturing method, and the last is a
transient hue capturing method. All the tests in this study are conducted using transient
single color capturing technique and their results will be presented in following
chapters. Before the transient single color technique is presented, there is a need to
understand the physics of the transient heat transfer. A detailed description of the
concept and the formulation of the problem are presented below.
3.1 One Dimensional Semi Infinite Solid Problem
The local heat transfer coefficient (h) over a surface coated with liquid crystals
can be obtained using a 1-D semi-infinite solid assumption for the test surface. A semi
infinite solid is one, which extends to infinity in all but one direction. If a sudden
change of conditions is imposed at this surface, transient, one-dimensional conduction
will occur within the solid. The semi-infinite solid provides a useful idealization for
many practical problems. Here for the experiment, the 1-D transient conduction
equation with convective boundary conditions is used. The equations for this condition
are given below. The basic equation for transient conduction heat transfer in a solid wall
is as follows:

(1)
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with boundary conditions,

(2)

and the initial condition,

Solving the equation with the initial and boundary conditions, one obtains the non
dimensional temperature at the convective boundary (at x= 0):

(3)

By knowing the initial temperature (Ti) of the test surface and the mainstream
temperature (Tm) and knowing the temperature at which the TLC change color to green
(in this case 35.4° C) and measuring the color change time of the liquid crystal from the
start of the experiment, the local heat transfer coefficient (h) can be calculated from the
equation 3. The initial temperature of the test section is the ambient temperature, the
time of color change for the TLCs is obtained from the image processing system file
(output of the Optimas macro), and the temperature of mainstream is the bulk
temperature measured my using four thermocouple as mentioned earlier. Since the
sudden flipping of the diverter valve does not produce a step change in the temperature
of bulk flow that is used for the experiment, there is a need to track this continuous
change in temperature and make appropriate changes in calculations. This is done by
using the Duhamel’s superposition theorem with the temperature data from the Instrunet
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temperature files. Duhamel’s theorem is described in detail in Carslaw and Jeager
(1959). Hence the final solution obtained is as follows.

(4)

Further the local air bulk temperature for each axial pixel position is interpolated
from the measured thermocouple locations. The equation is solved at every pixel
location to obtain local heat transfer coefficient (h). Ekkad and Han (1995, 1997) also
used a similar approach.
The overall friction factor for any configuration is determined by measuring the
pressure drop across the test section (∆P). The friction factor is defined as
f = 2∆P(D/L)/(ρ V 2). The overall measured friction factor is normalized with a
calculated friction factor for the same length of a straight smooth channel given by
f 0= 0 . 046Re-0.2

The average experimental uncertainty based on the methodology of Kline and
McClintock (1953) is on the order of ±7.4%. The individual uncertainties in the
measurement are listed below as: Time of color change, t - ±3%; thermal properties of
f

wall (α , k) - ±5%; Mainstream temperature, Tm - ±3%; Color change temperature, Tw ±2%; Initial temperature, Ti - +3%. The maximum uncertainty is incurred at the areas of
shortest or longest color changes. The shortest color changes (if time of color change is
lower than 5-seconds) produce uncertainty levels as high as ±14.5%. The uncertainty in
friction factor measurement is on the order of ±8.0% based on the uncertainty in
pressure differential measurement and mass flow measurements.
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3.2 Single Color Capturing Technique

This is the technique used in the present study for measuring heat transfer using
a transient test. This technique measures the time of appearance of a particular color
band form the inception of the transient test. This technique tracks the iso-heat transfer
coefficient lines on a liquid crystal coated surface. The locations that change to a
particular color at the same time represent the same heat transfer coefficient. The
accurate measurement of the color appearance is the important factor in this technique.
The liquid crystal coated surface is focused and the background intensity of the
color band is determined. Since a true black surface does not exist in nature, there exist
R, G, B components in a black surface. A true black surface is supposed to have no R,
G, or B components. If the chosen color band is say Green, the background intensity of
the color on the test surface needs to be determined. The surface is to be illuminated
uniformly such that the background intensity on the entire surface is the same. The
maximum background intensity of the color is called the threshold. A typical
background intensity profile for a test surface is shown in Figure 3.2 (Ekkad, 1995). If
the background intensity appears as a thin spike, then the surface is uniformly lighted. If
the intensity profile looks as it appears in Figure 3.2 indicated as bad, then the surface
needs better lightening conditions.
The threshold is set such that during the transient test, if the local pixel intensity
becomes higher than the threshold, the actual color change has occurred. Since the
image-processing unit quantifies the color luminance, the threshold is a number ranging
from 0 to 255. A typical threshold value in the single color capturing technique should
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be between 80-120 depending on the illuminating light. The algorithm (Ekkad, 1995) is
as follows:

Figure 3.2 A typical single color background intensity profile
Acquire live image;
Set background intensity of green (0-255);
Threshold = Max (background intensity);
Set region of interest (pixels * pixels);
Start frame capturing process;
For every pixel
If pixel intensity is less than or equals to Threshold
Continue
Else
Write time of color change;
Stop the process;
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The process can be curtailed at any time by using ‘esc’ button. The time of color
change of every pixel location on the test surface is written to a data file. This time data
is converted to the local heat transfer coefficient using a 1-D semi-infinite solid
assumption as described in section 3.1.
3.3 Procedure and Data Reduction
The air mass flow rate is set for the required Reynolds number condition, and
then heated thorough the in-line air heater. The temperature at the exit of the heater is
set based on some qualification tests to produce acceptable liquid crystal color change
times during the transient test. The air is heated to the required temperature while being
routed away from the test section. The temperature measurement system and the image
processing system are set to trigger for initiating data measurement at the same instant.
The test section is ready for running when the air is heated to the steady required
temperature. The temperature measurement and the image processing system switch on
the instant when the valve is flipped to let the hot air into the test section. The
thermochromic liquid crystal coating is heated by the hot air and changes color when it
reaches its display range. Liquid crystal color temperatures are pre-set and are
calibrated for check under lab lightening conditions. The TLCs used in this study have a
narrow band with initial red color appearing at 35.1° C, then green appearing at 35.4° C,
and the blue at 35.9° C. The total band is 1° C. The image processing system divides the
test section into tiny pixel locations and monitors each location individually for color
changes. The measured region on the test section in this study was divided into 500 *
200 pixels. The reference point in this study is set as the appearance of green color
during the transient test. This indicates that the image processing system will provide
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time of color changes at every pixel when it reaches 35.4° C. The test duration is
typically a maximum of 150 seconds. The air temperature is set such that the time of
color changes at the pixels are between 10-150 seconds. The reason for this is to ensure
that the test section does not violate the semi-infinite solid assumption.
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4. Single Hole Cases - Results and Discussions
4.1 Flow Visualization
Flow visualization was performed using smoke flow injection. The image
processing system was triggered to capture continuous frames from the initiation of the
smoke flow. The sequential grabbing of frames was curtailed when the test section was
completely filled with smoke. The saved images were then animated to determine the
flow behavior inside the channels. The smoke flow visualization was performed at a
low flow rate condition (low Reynolds number). Although, the flow conditions in the
actual heat transfer tests are different, these visualization experiments were used to
provide better understanding of the complex heat transfer distributions inside the
channel. The visualizations were performed only for the channels with lateral holes. The
180° turn channel has been widely investigated previously so it is not presented.
Figure 4.1 shows the smoke flow patterns in the second pass. The camera was
placed to view the inside of the channel from the endwall side so the captured images
truly reflect the flow patterns at the farthest location of the channel from the inlet/exit
location. For each case with holes, only one of the sequential frames is presented. For
case 2, the flow appears to exit the hole into the second pass as a jet. The jet seems to
impinge on the top wall and ricochets back towards the divider wall. The jet breaks up
into two structures. The first structure almost immediately re-impinges on wall 1 and is
pushed downward by the crossflow. A small recirculation region is formed at the right
hand bottom comer of the second pass. For case 3, the jets strongly impinge on Wall 1.
The distance from the exit of the hole to the wall is very short thus producing a strong
impingement. The jet is deflected towards the top wall where it is re-deflected toward
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wall 2. The flow appears to roll into a vortex with the core flow being the slowest. The
slower flow is then pushed downstream by the cross-flow. For case 4, the jets appear to
impinge strongly on wall 1. The impingement location along the wall is at higher
position than for Case 3. The jet exits are farther from Wall 1 in this case which causes
the higher impingement location. After impingement on Wall 1, the flow behavior
appears to be similar to that for case 3. The strong vortical structure from the smoke
flow visualizations provide qualitative proof on the presence of the swirl induced due to
impingement on the walls of the channel for cases 3 and 4. It is, however, not very clear
for Case 2.
Smoke Images

Figure 4.1 Smoke flow patterns in second pass
4.2 Heat Transfer Measurements
Detailed heat transfer distributions are presented for all four cases at three
channel Reynolds numbers of 10000, 25000, and 50000. In presenting these results, the
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primary goal is to compare the heat transfer performance for cases 2, 3, and 4 with that
of the baseline case 1.
The detailed Nusselt number contours are presented for Re=25,000 in Figure
4.2. The top figure shows the distributions for case 1 (180° turn). The results for both
Wall 1 and Wall 2 are the same so data for only one wall is presented for case 1.
However, results for both walls are presented for the other three cases. The sidewall on
which impingement occurs first is called Wall 1 and the opposite facing wall is called
Wall 2. The lower passage in Figure 4.2 is the inlet passage (first pass) and the upper
passage is the exit passage (second pass). Based on the surface heat transfer
distributions and the pressure measurements, a conceptual schematic of the flow pattern
is shown for each case.
The first pass or inlet passage is minimally affected by the changes in
configuration (cases 1-4) as seen from the color contours. This observation is
encouraging since enhancements in the second pass are not associated with heat transfer
reductions in the first pass. The second pass, expectedly, has different Nusselt number
distributions depending upon the configuration. For case 1, where the air turns into the
second pass through a 180° turn, flow separation and reattachment are clearly observed
past the bend. The first pass airflow impinges directly on the endwall and turns 180°
towards the second pass. The flow is then pulled away from the divider wall due to the
centrifugal forces generated by the turn and thus heat transfer is enhanced near the outer
wall as the flow impinges on to it. The secondary flow is then pushed back into the
middle of the duct and mixes with the main flow structures and enhances heat transfer
over the entire span immediately after the turn. Further downstream of the turn, the flow
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appears to become more spanwise uniform and tends to approach fully developed flow
conditions. The heat transfer is unevenly enhanced only for a distance of two hydraulic
diameters downstream of the turn. Due to this reason, there is a necessity to provide
turbulators to enhance the heat transfer in serpentine channels connected by 180° turns.
The present results are consistent with the results for smooth channels presented by
Ekkad and Han (1995,1997).
For case 2, the air enters axially in one direction into the first pass and is routed
into the second pass through the series of straight laterally directed holes. The heat
transfer coefficient is strongly enhanced on Wall 1, which is closer to the hole row. The
laterally injected flow undergoes a sudden expansion through the hole and impinges
along Wall 1 causing localized high heat transfer regions for each jet location. The
lower heat transfer below the impingement region is due to recirculation of slower
separated flow. The flow after impingement on Wall 1 is redirected by the top wall
towards Wall 2. The other side of the jet expansion (towards the channel center) directly
impinges on the top wall and is also deflected towards Wall 2. The jet impingement
location on Wall 1 is at a higher location from the divider wall for the jets near the
endwall. The impingement location is shifted downward towards the exit, due to the
increasing strength of the passage flow as it moves towards the exit. The passage flow
near the endwall is minimal and increases as the number of jets increases from the
endwall to the exit of the second pass.
For case 3, the air is routed from the first pass into the second pass through a
series of angled holes directed at Wall 1. The direct impingement causes extremely high
Nusselt numbers on Wall 1. Also, the effect of passage crossflow is reduced as the
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impingement is strong and jets travel a very short distance before impingement. For all
12 jets, the location of impingement on the wall is at nearly the same spanwise location
relative to the jet. The strong impingement on Wall 1 also produces a fairly high Nusselt
numbers on the upper side of Wall 2. This effect is most noticeable on Wall 2 close to

Figure 4.2 Detailed Nusselt number distributions for
all cases at Re = 25000
the endwall of the passage where the signatures of individual jets can be seen. As the
flow moves downstream and the crossflow gets stronger, the discrete effects of the
individual jets can no longer be observed.
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For case 4, the jets are located closer to Wall 2, but are oriented in the same
direction as in case 3, and impinge on Wall 1. The impingement is strongest for the
middle jets. The heat transfer enhancement is significant on the impingement wall (Wall
1) with the heat transfer enhanced only on the top half of Wall 2. The schematic flow
pattern shown (Fig. 4) identifies the reasons for the higher enhancement in the top
comers of Wall 1 and Wall 2; a small recirculation zone in the bottom right comer, and
slower fluid at the left bottom comer of the channel. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the
detailed Nusselt number distributions for Reynolds numbers Re=10000 and Re=50000.
The distributions are almost similar to the cases when Reynolds number is 25000.

Figure 4.3 Detailed Nusselt number distributions for
all cases at Re = 10000
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Figure 4.4 Detailed Nusselt number distributions for
all cases at Re = 50000
Figure 4.5 presents the spanwise-averaged results comparing the heat transfer
enhancement ( Nu/ Nu0) versus the streamwise location (X/D) on both walls for each
crossflow injection case with the baseline 180° turn case at Re=25000. Due to high
resolution of the measurement technique, only some of the data points are marked with
symbols to avoid confusion. There are around 1000 data points in each curve. The
Nusselt number for fully developed flow (Nu0) in a channel (Dittus-Boelter Equation)
was used for normalizing the experimental results. All the four cases show small
variation in the first pass (inlet passage) (X/D≤0) Nusselt number distributions. Also,
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Figure 4.5 Spanwise-averaged Nusselt number ratios on
wall 1 and wall 2
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both the walls for each case show similar heat transfer ratio (Nu/Nu0) values. In the
second pass, the primary impingement wall (Wall 1) for cases 2, 3, and 4 always shows
the highest enhancement with values as high as 10. The Nusselt numbers exhibit wavy
patterns reflective of jet impingement. However, the wavy oscillations are small (about
30%) relative to the baseline. All three injection cases (2, 3, 4) show significant
enhancement over Case 1 with Case 3 showing the most uniform enhancement levels
through the channel length. On Wall 2, all three cases again show enhancements over
Case 1. For Case 3, the Wall 2 data is nearly 3 times higher than the Case 1 (180° bend)
data. For cases 2 and 4, the Wall 2 data also shows enhancement although they are more
modest.
Figure 4.6 compares the effect of Reynolds number on spanwise-averaged
Nusselt number enhancement for each case on Wall 1. This is the impingement wall for
cases 2, 3, and 4. For case 1, the Nusselt number ratio is similar at all Reynolds
numbers throughout the duct. The highest enhancement after the turn region obtained
for this configuration is about 3 times the fully developed value for channel flow. For
case 2, Nusselt number enhancement is at similar levels in the first pass at all Reynolds
numbers. In the second pass, the Nusselt number ratios indicate impingement like
distributions with peaks and valleys for Re=10000 and 25000 with slightly lower values
at higher Reynolds number of 25000. However, at Re=50000, the Nusselt number
distribution is different than for the other two Reynolds numbers and the wavy
impingement induced behavior is no longer seen. It appears that at such high Reynolds
numbers, the configuration produces significant streamwise crossflow effects reducing
the effect of local impingement.
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Figure 4.6 Effect of Reynolds number on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
enhancement - wall 1
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However, the Nusselt number ratios are comparable to that at lower Reynolds numbers
and still considerably higher than the baseline case. This indicates that the crossflow jets
impart a strong degree of swirl to the crossflow, and lead to enhancements in heat
transfer. Nusselt number ratios are highest closer to the exit than at individual upstream
(X/D>0) impingement locations. For case 3, the impingement effect is the strongest.
First pass results show very small effect of Reynolds number. For the second pass, at a
low Reynolds number of 10000, the impingement effect causes Nusselt number ratios to
exceed 20. Further increase in Reynolds number produces lower Nusselt number ratios
around 8-9 due to increased crossflow effects. The crossflow velocity versus local jet
velocity is the primary reason for the Reynolds number effect for this case. At lower
Reynolds number, the generated crossflow velocity in the second pass due to
accumulation of coolant is much smaller than the local jet velocity through each hole.
For case 4, the Reynolds number effect is negligible. The Nusselt number ratios are
similar through the duct for all Reynolds numbers.
Figure 4.7 compares the effect of Reynolds number on spanwise-averaged
Nusselt number enhancement for each case on Wall 2. Reynolds number effect is very
small for cases 1, 2, and 4. It appears that the channel flow effect is predominant for all
these cases and hence the Nusselt number can be normalized with the fully developed
flow Nusselt number for that particular Reynolds number and the data collapses on to a
single curve. However, for case 3, this is not evident. The Nusselt number enhancement
ratio decreases with increasing Reynolds number. This may be due to the increasing
crossflow effect for higher Reynolds number cases. Also, for this case, the first
impingement of the jets on Wall 1 is stronger, creating a ricocheting flow toward the
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Figure 4.7 Effect of Reynolds number on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
enhancement - wall 2
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opposite wall that produces a fairly strong impingement on Wall 2 leading to the high
Nusselt numbers observed.
Figure 4.8 compares the effect of different configurations (cases) for each
Reynolds number for Wall 1. At Re=10000, all cases produce similar heat transfer
levels in the first pass. In the second pass, Case 3 produces the highest enhancement due
to stronger impingement on Wall 1. Case 1 produces lowest heat transfer enhancement.
Case 2 shows lower heat transfer enhancement in the region near X/D=T and increases
towards the exit. Case 4 produces the opposite effect with higher heat transfer around
X/D=l and decreasing toward the exit. At Re=25000, Cases 2, 3, and 4 produce similar
levels of enhancement in the impingement region (See Figure 6). Case 1 produces
significantly lower heat transfer enhancement than the other three cases. At Re=50000,
Case 4 produces the highest heat transfer enhancement close to the endwall and
decreases with increasing streamwise crossflow distance. Case 3 produces opposite
effect with lower heat transfer near the endwall and higher heat transfer toward the exit.
This may be attributed to longer impingement distance from hole exit and stronger
crossflows pushing the jets away from the walls. Case 2 does not show impingement
like enhancement distributions as seen for the other cases. This implies that the laterally
directed jets do not impinge on Wall 1 at this high Reynolds number, and instead
contribute to increasing the swirl and thus the heat transfer.
Figure 4.9 compares the effect of different configurations (cases) for each
Reynolds number for Wall 2. All four cases produce similar heat transfer enhancement
levels in the first pass. Case 3 produces the highest enhancement at all three Reynolds
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Figure 4.8 Effect of wall geometry on spanwise-averaged Nusselt
number enhancement - wall 1
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Figure 4.9 Effect of wall geometry on spanwise-averaged Nusselt
number enhancement - wall 2
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numbers in the second pass. Cases 2 and 4 produce similar levels and Case 1 produces
the lowest enhancement as expected. Figure 4.10 compares the overall averaged Nusselt
number ratios ( Nu / Nu0) for the second pass for Cases 1-4 to averaged Nusselt
number ratios for rib turbulated second pass of a two-pass channel with 180° turn from
Chandra et al. (1988), and Ekkad and Han (1997). Both Chandra et al. (1988) and
Ekkad and Han (1997) did not provide any results for pressure drop to compare overall
performance results. Ekkad and Han (1997) has only one sidewall ribbed whereas
Chandra et al. (1988) has both sidewalls ribbed in their study. It is clear that all the three
geometries introduced in this present study outperform the 90° and 60°-rib effect in the
second pass. These comparisons clearly show the effectiveness of these new cooling
geometry channels compared to conventional designs.

Figure 4.10 Comparison of overall averaged Nusselt number ratios
for the second pass for cases 1-4 with others results
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4.3 Overall Pressure Drop and Heat Transfer Distributions
Overall pressure drop through each of the channels are measured at all three
Reynolds numbers using static pressure taps that were placed along the top and bottom
secondary walls to measure the overall pressure differential across the entire row of
holes or the turn. The pressure differential was measured in inches of water using a
precision manometer. The Darcy friction factor ( f ) is computed using the known
pressure drop (∆P) across the entire two-pass channel and the mass flux (pV = G)
through the channel. The Darcy friction factor is normalized by the Darcy friction factor
of a smooth channel given as f0 = 0.046 R e-0.2 . The friction factor ratio (f/f0) is computed
for each channel at a particular Reynolds number. The overall averaged Nusselt number
ratio (Nu/Nu0) is obtained by averaging the detailed Nusselt number distributions of
both walls for both passes so as to obtain a single Nusselt number enhancement value
for the entire channel irrespective of the channel configuration. The Nu/Nu0 value is
plotted against the corresponding f/f0 for the channel in Figure 4.11.
At low Reynolds numbers of around 10000, Case 3 provides significantly higher
heat transfer enhancement than all other channels but also provides higher friction
factor ratio. At Re=25000 and 50000, it appears that all three cases with crossflow
injection appear to produce similar heat transfer enhancement levels. However, among
the three cases, Case 2 produces the lowest friction factor ratio. The heat transfer
enhancement is around 4.0 times the fully developed Nusselt number and friction factor
is around 10-12 times higher than the smooth channel friction factor. The thermal
performance of the channel is computed using the formulation suggested by Gee and
Webb (1980) for ribbed channels. The thermal performance parameter is given as
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((Nu/Nu0) / ( f / f0)I/3. The thermal performance parameter for each case is plotted
against Reynolds number in Figure 4.12. Case 3 provides the highest thermal

Figure 4.11 Total averaged Nusselt number enhancement vs. f/fo

Figure 4.12 Thermal performance parameter vs. Reynolds number
performance parameter value at a Reynolds number of 10000. At higher Reynolds
numbers, Cases 2, 3, and 4 produce similar thermal performance values. Based on
Figures 4.10-4.12, it can be concluded that channels connected by orifices instead of a
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180° turn provide higher heat transfer enhancement. However, the pressure drop penalty
is also higher for such channels compared to a smooth channel with 180° turn. Since
there is no data available on thermal performance parameter for two-pass channels in
published literature, comparisons are not provided.
4.4 Conclusions
Three lateral hole-injection configurations are tested and compared to the
common 180° U-turn channel. For each case, results are presented for three channel
Reynolds numbers of 10000, 25000, and 50000. Detailed heat transfer distributions
show that the heat transfer in the second pass is significantly enhanced due to a
combination of impingement and swirl induced by the lateral injection. Heat transfer
enhancements higher than 10 are obtained on the impingement wall and around 4-6 on
the opposite wall. The heat transfer distributions on the first pass wall are not affected
significantly due to the change from 180° turn to a series of holes. This method of
coolant supply from one channel to another inside the blade therefore appears more
promising than the conventional U-bend serpentine channel design. Importantly, the
need for rib turbulators on the second pass may be eliminated due to the significantly
higher heat transfer enhancement obtained using the lateral hole-injection configuration.
There is a pressure drop penalty associated with the new geometry that is about 200
300% higher than that for a two-pass channel with 180° turn. However, rib turbulators
on channel walls also provide additional pressure drop (100-150% higher) as compared
to the smooth channel with 180° turn.
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5. Two Hole Cases - Results and Discussions
5.1 Flow Visualization
A series of smoke flow visualization experiments were performed to determine
the jet-cross-flow structures. The test section was injected with smoke instead of
compressed air. The smoke flow rate is much smaller than the actual air flow rate into
the test section. The image processing system was triggered to grab a set of sequential
frames during the smoke injection. The frames were than analyzed to determine the
frames that provide the most details on the flow patterns inside the channels. The test
sections were viewed from the endwall. Figure 5.1 shows the smoke flow patterns for
each of Cases 5-7. The flow patterns clearly show the swirling flow and the vortices

Figure 5.1 Smoke flow visualization of the flow
inside the channels
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distributions. The results and discussion presented are therefore concentrated on the
second pass heat transfer distributions. For case 1, there is strong non-uniformity in
Nusselt number ratio distributions in the second pass immediately after the 180° turn.
This is because the flow is affected by flow separation, reattachment, and bend effects.
Ekkad and Han (1995) present a detailed description of the turn region heat transfer.
Figure 5.2 shows the case where the flow is through straight holes (Case 5).
Heat transfer distributions show significant jet impingement effects from the first few
holes in the row. One set of roll-cells impinge on the sidewall and the other roll-cell is
pushed into the core of the channel and becomes part of the cross-flow. The jets are
stronger for flow through the first few holes in each row due to larger pressure
differential. The jets become progressively weaker toward the endwall. In the second
pass, the cross-flow becomes stronger towards the exit of the channel. This strong
cross-flow rides the jets and pushes the impingement locations downward for the jets
closer to the channel exit. Thus, the roll-cells are displaced by the strong crossflow
generated by the upstream jet injection. Nusselt number ratios are as high as 7-10 inside
the impingement core.
Figure 5.2 also shows the case where injection is through inclined holes (Case
6). In this case, the flow from the first pass is directed and angled toward the sidewalls.
The jet impingement is strongly evident with extremely high Nusselt numbers at
impingement locations. The jets are weaker as the flow moves closer to the endwall.
The enhancement produced by the jet impingement produces Nusselt number ratio
values greater than 10 inside the impingement core. Unlike case 5, the high heat transfer
on the sidewall is caused by primary impingement. The spent air after impingement
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Figure 5.2 Detailed Nu/Nu0 distributions for cases 1 , 5, 6, 7 at Re = 25000
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rolls up and swirls into the core of the channel and becomes the cross-flow. The
crossflow gains strength from the endwall to the channel exit. The stronger crossflow
then pushes the impingement location of the jets downward and towards the exit.
Figure 5.2 shows the case where the flow enters the second channel through 2-D
slots (Case 7). The highest Nusselt numbers are obtained where the slot is narrow. The
higher velocity of the flow across the slot produces significantly high Nusselt numbers
in this region. As the slot widens, the local velocity of the flow is reduced and the
resultant Nusselt numbers are lower. It appears that the endwall region in the first pass
has some enhancement due to main flow impingement on the endwall. The circular
regions along the divider wall represented screw holes on the sidewalls used for fixing
the divider plate. They do not represent heat transfer data. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the
detailed Nusselt number ratios for Reynolds number 10000 and 50000. They are similar
to cases at Re = 25000.
Figure 5.5 presents the effect of channel Reynolds number on spanwiseaveraged Nusselt number ratios. The middle of the turn is marked as X/D=0 with the
first pass as negative X/D and second pass as positive X/D. For all the cases, the effect
of Reynolds number is significant in the second pass. For Case 1, Nusselt number ratios
decrease as the flow moves downstream in the first pass toward the 180° turn region.
The Nusselt numbers immediately downstream are enhanced due to the turn effects.
Further downstream due to cross-stream mixing, the Nusselt numbers decrease and the
turn effects are mitigated. For Case 5, the first pass results look similar to that for Case
1. In the second pass, the Nusselt number ratio increases from the endwall towards the
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exit until the last ejection hole at X/D=6 and then begins to decrease again. The local
wiggles indicate the highs and lows between the impinging jets. For case 6, the first

Figure 5.3 Detailed Nu/Nuo distributions for cases 5, 6, 7 at Re = 10000
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Figure 5.4 Detailed Nu/Nu0 distributions for cases 5, 6, 7 at Re = 50000
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pass Nusselt numbers are unaffected by the holes on the divider wall. The impingement
heat transfer enhancement in the second pass is significant. The highs and lows under

Figure 5.5 Effect of channel Reynolds number on spanwise-averaged
Nusselt number ratio distributions
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and between the jets are stronger than for Case 5. The effect of Reynolds number is also
significant with the enhancement ratio as high as 6-8 for Re=10000 and drops to 3-4 for
Re=50000. The Nusselt number ratios are uniform underneath all the jets. For Case 7,
the Nusselt number ratios in the first pass appear to increase from entrance to endwall
unlike Cases 1, 5, and 6. The local peak at X/D=0 is due to the first pass flow
impingement on the endwall causing a local high heat transfer region along the endwall.
In the second pass, the Nusselt number ratios increase from the endwall toward the exit
till about X/d=6 where the slot ends and then reduces rapidly towards the channel exit.
It appears that the heat transfer enhancement for Case 7 may be caused purely by the
production of swirl-induced vortices unlike cases 2-5 where the effect is a combination
of impingement and cross-flow induced swirl.
Figure 5.6 presents the effect of channel geometry on spanwise averaged Nusselt
number ratio distributions at each Reynolds number. At Re=10000, there is significant
variation in the levels of enhancement between all the geometries. Nusselt number
ratios decrease gradually from inlet to X/D=0 (turn or endwall) for cases 1, 5, and 6. For
case 7, there is some enhancement from inlet to endwall in the first pass. In the second
pass, case 6 with inclined injection produces the highest enhancement in the injection
region. Cases 5 and 7 show similar distributions with Case 7 being higher than Case 5.
The 180° turn channel shows enhancements up to 2.5 immediately after the turn and
then decreases towards the exit. The variations in the Nusselt number ratios between the
channels decreases with increasing Reynolds number.
Figure 5.7 compares the effect of single row of holes data from earlier section
and the present data for two rows of holes at Re=25000. Single row of holes along the
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Figure 5.6 Effect of divider wall geometry on spanwise-averaged
Nusselt number distributions
divider walls provide stronger jet velocities as the area ratio for the same flow rate is
half that for two hole rows. The increased jet impingement produces significant high
heat transfer enhancement values in the impingement regions. Enhancement values are
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between 8-10 for cases 2 and 3 compared to between 3-4 for cases 4-6. However, it is
important to note that it requires greater pressure differential to push the same flow
through a smaller area than a larger area. This makes it important to determine the
thermal performance parameter (TPP=(Nu/Nu0)/(f/f0)1/3 ) for each case. The results of
one hole cases clearly show that the enhancement levels alone are not sufficient to
determine the cooling effectiveness for particular enhancement geometry. Highest
enhancement at reduced pressure losses contributes the most effective cooling scheme
(Gee and Webb, 1980).

Figure 5.7 Comparison of different divider wall geometries
Figure

5.8

compares the overall averaged Nusselt number ratios

(Nu/Nu0) on

the

second-pass of the channels in this study and compares with results for rib turbulated
second pass of a two-pass channel with

180°

turn. The present results are compared
t

with results from Chandra et al. (1988), and Ekkad et al. (1997). Both Chandra et al.
(1988) and Ekkad and Han (1997) did not provide any results for pressure drop to
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compare overall performance results. The results for 90° rib tu rbulated channel from
Chandra et al. (1988) are higher than Ekkad and Han (1997) but lower than cases 5-7.
Ekkad and Han (1997) has only one sidewall ribbed whereas Chandra et al. (1988) has
both sidewalls ribbed in their study. It is clear that all the three geometries introduced in
this present study outperform the 90° rib effect in the second pass. The 60° case
presented from Ekkad and Han (1997) is slightly higher than Case 5 at higher Reynolds
numbers. But Cases 6 and 7 are significantly higher than the 60° rib results. A 20%
higher Nusselt number ratio is expected for the two wall ribbed case that may still be
lower than cases 6 and 7. These comparisons clearly show the effectiveness of these
new cooling geometry channels compared to conventional designs.

Figure 5.8 Comparison of second pass overall averaged Nusselt number ratios
to published rib turbulator studies
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5.3 Overall Pressure Drop and Heat Transfer Distributions
Overall pressure drop through each of the channels were measured using static
pressure taps. The pressure differential from inlet to exit for the channels was measured
in inches of water using a precision manometer. The Darcy friction factor ( f ) is
computed using the known pressure drop (∆P) across the entire two-pass channel and
the mass flux ( ρ v) through the channel. The Darcy friction factor is normalized by
the Darcy friction factor correlation in an all-wall smooth channel given as
f0 = 0.046 Re-0.2 .

The friction factor ratio

(f/fo)

is computed for each channel at a

particular Reynolds number. The overall averaged Nusselt number ratio ( n u /n u 0) is
obtained by averaging

Figure 5.9 Overall averaged Nusselt number ratio vs.
friction factor ratio for all six channels
the detailed Nusselt number distributions for both passes so as to obtain a single Nusselt
number enhancement value for the entire channel irrespective of the channel
configuration. The

n u /Nu 0

value is plotted against the corresponding
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f/f0

for the

channel in Figure 5.9. The single row hole cases (cases 2 and 3) from earlier section
provide significantly higher Nusselt number ratios than the other four cases. However,
the increase in friction factor is also significant due to the low area ratio of 0.6
compared to the 180° turn channel for cases 2-3. Cases 5-7 show friction factor ratios
ranging between 5-10 and Nusselt number ratios between 2-3. Case 1 for the 180° turn
channel produces the lowest pressure drop and the lowest overall heat transfer
enhancement.
The thermal performance parameter (TPP) is calculated for each channel and
plotted against the Reynolds number in Figure 5.10. At low Reynolds numbers, Case 3
outperform the other cases due to the extremely high Nusselt number ratios. However,
at Re=25000, the thermal performance parameter values are similar for all five channels
connected by holes. The 180° turn channel has the lowest thermal performance values.
At Re=50000, Cases 2-3 show higher TPP values. It is evident that a huge penalty in
terms of pressure drop is paid for high heat transfer enhancement as in the cases of the
single row geometry. However, the two hole cases may be considered a better
alternative due to the reduced friction losses and lower pressure differential required to
push the flow through the channel and still produce relatively higher heat transfer
enhancement values of around 3. Also, these new designs produce higher heat transfer
enhancement over most of the channel length where the holes are present and could
possibly help in eliminating the need for complex geometry modifications such as rib
turbulators in the second pass. Typically, rib turbulated channels provide thermal
performance parameter values around 1.5 due to the higher pressure-drop associated
with ribs (Han et al., 1985; Chandra et al., 1997). However, there is little data available
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for TPP values inside two-pass channels with 180° turns and rib turbulators. The first
pass heat transfer can be enhanced using rib turbulators as in conventional designs to
avoid overcooling in the second pass compared to the first pass.

Figure 5.10 Thermal performance parameter (TPP) vs. channel Reynolds
number for all six channels
5.4 Conclusions
Results are presented for two-pass channel geometry where flow is transported
from one pass to the next through discrete hole rows. This geometry appears promising
due to the high heat transfer enhancement obtained in the second pass compared to the
180° turn channel. Typically, the 180° turn channels are ribbed with strip turbulators to
further enhance heat transfer. However, the second pass heat transfer is enhanced 2-3
times over the 180° turn channel for the new geometry without using rib turbulators.
This geometry may help designers eliminate the need for ribs in the second pass without
compromising on heat transfer enhancement. The present data produces higher heat
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transfer enhancement than with turbulated 180° turn channel data. Also, the associated
pressure drop may be lower than ribbed channels resulting in higher thermal
performance of the coolant channel. This type of channel may reduce complications in
blade fabrication processes where the ribs are typically 0.04 cm in height and width.
Holes on the divider channels can be easily fabricated compared to rib turbulators on all
heat transfer walls.
Moreover these design are better than the designs presented in earlier sections
because they produce uniform enhancement over large surface area, reducing the
possibility of creating hot spots. Overall, in conclusion, the new design for the internal
cooling channel inside a turbine airfoil appears promising. However, more data at a
variety of stationary and rotating conditions are required before the geometry can be
utilized in real engine design.
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6. Straight and Tapered Channels - Results and Discussions
6.1 Introduction
The turbine blade is a three dimensional structure from hub to tip. The blade
tapers from the hub to tip to design for thermal stress and mechanical stress variation.
Due to this taper, the channels reduce in cross-section area from hub to tip. The aspect
ratios of the channels are maintained from hub to tip. The channel narrows from inlet to
turn region in the first pass and expands from turn to exit in the second pass. This
variance in cross-section area has not been investigated by any studies earlier. Hirota et
al (1999) angled only one wall of the channel causing change in the channel aspect ratio
in every location in the channel. In this section, the heat transfer in tapering tow-pass
channels is investigated and values are compared to straight (or uniform) two-pass
channel geometry. This study is the first to address this aspect of two-pass channel
geometry. Both straight and tapered channels have been tested for three inlet flow
Reynolds numbers - 10000, 25000 and 50000.
6.2 Description of Test Sections
Figure 6.1 shows the schematic of the straight and tapered channels. Both
channels are 60.96 cm (24”) long from entrance to turn. The inlet and exit cross-section
areas are 5.08 * 5.08 cm2. For the straight channels, the cross-section area at the turn is
the same as that at the inlet and outlet. For the tapered channel, the cross-section area at
the turn is 2.54 * 2.54 cm2. This produces a decrease of four times in the cross-section
area from inlet to turn in the first and an increase if four times cross-section area from
turn to exit in the second pass. Both the channels have the same entrance plenum. The
flow is conditioned for uniformity before entering the test section by using honeycomb
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material and meshes. The divider wall thickness is 1.27 cm thick and the other walls of
the test section are 1.27 cm thick. The entire section is made of plexiglass. The heat
transfer measurements are made only on the sidewalls and the endwall using the single
color transient test described in earlier sections.

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the straight and tapered
two-pass channels
6.3 Results and Discussions
The local Nusselt number (hDh/k) is normalized by the local Nusselt number
from the Dittus-Boelter correlation, 0.023Re0.8Pr0.4, for fully developed flow in a pipe
to obtain Nu/Nu0 distributions. The local Reynolds number is calculated at every axial
flow location and the Nu0 value is determined and used for normalizing the local
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Nusselt number (Nu = hDh/ka) obtained from the experiments. The Reynolds number
used to describe the flow conditions is the channel inlet Reynolds number (Reinlet) into
the channel. As earlier mentioned, the channel inlet dimensions are similar for both the
straight and tapered channels.
Figure 6.2 presents the detailed Nusselt number ratio (Nu/Nu0) distributions for
the smooth and straight channels at the three channel inlet Reynolds numbers of 10000,
25000 and 50000. The ratio indicates the level of heat transfer enhancement provided
by the 180° turn compared to the straight channel flow. The distributions from the
present study are consistent with that obtained by Ekkad and Han (1995) for the smooth
channel in the turn region. The Nusselt number ration tends towards a value of 1.0 as
the flow develops in the first pass. The ratios are as high as 2.0 at the entrance of the
first pass due to entry effects. As the flow develops in the first pass, the entrance effects
decrease. The Nusselt number ratios show little spanwise variation in the first pass. The
Nusselt number ratios increase as the flow approaches the turn. The Nusselt number
ratios in the turn region are affected by the secondary flows induced by the centrifugal
forces. The flow tends to move towards the divider wall as it approaches turn, thus
producing a small recirculation zone near the outer wall of the first pass. The flow from
the first pass impinges on the end wall at a location along the divider wall. The flow is
then deflected into the second pass and impinges on the outer wall of the second pass.
The high heat transfer zone is clearly evident along the outer wall of the second pass.
The flow separates at the tip of the divider wall and produces a small low heat transfer
immediately downstream of the divider wall tip. Further downstream, the flow from the
outer wall impingement and the separated flow at the divider tip mix and produce an
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enhanced heat transfer zone. As the secondary flows mix further downstream, the heat
transfer ratio decreases and the flow tends to become fully developed. Nusselt number
ratios in the smooth straight channel appear to decrease with increasing Reynolds

Figure 6.2 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions
for smooth straight channel
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number. The effect decreases as the Reynolds number increases. This may be due to the
strong axial velocity of the flow that resists the centrifugal forces and thus produces
smaller effects of the secondary flows on heat transfer. Also with the increase in
Reynolds number, the flow starts to be come more stabilized because the turbulence
tends to lower intermittently after a particular Reynolds number value.
Figure 6.3 presents the detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for the
tapered channel for all three Reynolds numbers. The local Nusselt number (hDh/k) is
normalized by the local Nusselt number from the Dittus-Boelter correlation,
0.023Re0.8Pr0.4, for fully developed flow in a pipe. In this case, the local Nusselt number
is not constant as the Reynolds number increases and doubles from entrance to turn and
halves from turn to the exit. The local Nusselt number is based on the local channel
hydraulic diameter. The flow accelerates from entrance to turn as the area contracts four
times. The flow is influenced by the 180° turn, which produces local impingement on
the end wall and the top wall of the second pass. The flow then decelerates towards the
exit as the area expands four times from the turn region to the exit. Presenting the local
heat transfer ratio measurements was intended to eliminate any local Reynolds number
effect and produce only the acceleration and turn effect. As can be seen, the acceleration
produces higher Nusselt number ratios upward of 2.0 in the first pass decreasing from
the entrance. The heat transfer ratios are very high near the endwall due to strong
impingement of highly accelerated flow in the first pass. As the flow turn, the deflected
flow from the end wall impingement has a shorter distance to travel before impinging
on the outer wall. This produces even greater heat transfer enhancement in the region.
There is a larger flow separation zone immediately behind the edge of the divider wall
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in the second pass. The flow reattaches immediately downstream of the separation zone.
The Nusselt number ratios are much higher in the beginning of the second pass for the
tapered channels than for the straight channels. Further downstream, the Nusselt

Figure 6.3 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions
for smooth tapered channel
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number ratios decrease due to a combination o f flow deceleration and mixing o f the
secondary flows. The Nusselt number ratios do not seem to show a significant decrease
due to increase in Reynolds number except in the entrance region and the region

Figure 6.4 Effect of channel taper on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
ratio for smooth channels
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immediately after the turn where the ratios are highest for Re = 10000. Figure 6.4
compares the spanwise averaged Nusselt number ratio for smooth straight and tapered
channels. The Nusselt number ratios are plotted against normalized axial distance
(X/D). The middle of the turn is designated as X/D = 0, the first pass is indicated as
negative X/D and the second pass is indicated as positive X/D. This plot compares the
effect of channel taper for the same channel inlet Reynolds number. The Nusselt
number ratio distribution along the channel length seem unaffected by the channel taper
in the first pass for Re = 10000. However, the effect is significant after the turn. The
high velocity flow impingement on the endwall is stronger for the tapered channel and
causes higher heat transfer enhancement than the straight channel. As the Reynolds
number increases, the Nusselt number ratios in the first pass near the turn are affected
by the channel taper. The tapered channel shows higher Nusselt number ratios as the
acceleration effect increases. For Re = 50000, the Nusselt number ratios are
significantly higher for the tapered channel even in the first pass. However, the turn and
after turn effect is reduced at higher Reynolds numbers. Its is fairly evident that the
tapering of the channel enhances Nusselt numbers in the second pass after-turn region
up to 4-5 times of that of the straight channel. The taper effect also appears to produce
significant differences in Nusselt number ratios in the first pass at high Reynolds
numbers.
Figure 6.5 presents the effect of Reynolds number on spanwise-averaged
Nusselt number ratios for both channels. The tip figure shows the effect for the straight
channel. There is little effect of Reynolds number on the Nusselt number ratio except in
the region after the turn where an increase in Reynolds number produces a reduction in
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Nusselt number ratios. The secondary flows at low Reynolds number induced by the
turn are similar in strength to the lower velocity main flows. This produces stronger
interactions between the main flow and the secondary flows increasing the Nusselt
numbers. The bottom figure shows the effect for the tapered channel. Again, the effect
of Reynolds number is predominant in the entry region and the region after the turn
where an increase in Reynolds number produces a decrease in Nusselt number ratio. If
is interesting to note that the Nusselt numbers immediately before the flow reaches the
turn show the opposite effect to the other regions. It appears that flow acceleration may
have caused the higher Reynolds number flow to produce higher Nusselt numbers just
upstream the turn.

Figure 6.5 Effect of Reynolds numbers on spanwise-averaged
Nusselt number ratios
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Figure 6.6 presents the detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions on the
endwall for both straight and tapered channels at Re=10000. It is important to note that
the actual area of tapered channel is l/4th of the straight channel area on the endwall.
The bottom part of the endwall is the first pass and the top half is the second pass. The
flow is from the bottom to top in the turn. The highest heat transfer ratio is due to the
flow impingement on to the endwall of the first pass region. The flow then impinges on
the top of the wall as seen the figure. The high heat transfer at the top of the endwall is

Figure 6.6 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions
on the endwall
due to the secondary impingement. The flow then breaks up into to two bean shaped
vortices. There is a small low heat transfer region between the primary impingement
and the secondary impingement caused by flow separation and redirection. For the
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tapered channel, the effects are similar. However, it is interesting to note that the heat
transfer enhancement on the endwall is significantly lower for the tapered channels
compared to straight channel. It may be caused by a combination of flow angling
towards the turn due to the taper and the flow acceleration towards the turn. The bean
shaped structures are still evident for the tapered channel in the second pass region.
6.4 Conclusions
Detailed heat transfer distributions are presented for straight and tapered twopass channels for three Reynolds numbers. Results show a significant effect of flow
acceleration in first pass and flow deceleration in the second pass on heat transfer
distributions. The tapered channel heat transfer distributions show a two-fold increase in
heat transfer enhancement ratios. The Nusselt number ratios are higher even when
normalized by the local Reynolds number. The Reynolds number doubles from entry to
turn in first pass and halves from that value when moving from turn to exit in the
second pass. If is evident that the heat transfer enhancement in the tapered channel
cannot be predicted by just accounting for local Reynolds number variation. The effect
of channel tapering causes significantly different flow characteristics, that in turn affect
surface heat transfer distributions. This study shows the significant differences caused
by the flow in tapered channel compared to the straight channel. Further research is
needed to better understand the flow characteristics inside tapered channels that
resemble the coolant channels in the turbine blades and appropriate adjustments are
essential in designing the coolant channel if straight channel data is used as a baseline.
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7. Straight and Tapered Channels with Ribs -Results and Discussions
7.1 Introduction
The turbine blade is a three-dimensional structure tapering from the hub to tip.
Due to this taper, though the channel cross-section changes from hub to tip, the channel
aspect ratios are maintained. The effect of taper is presented in the earlier section. This
section focuses on the effect of taper in more realistic conditions of having ribs. Boyle
(1984), Han et al. (1988), Chandra et al. (1988), Ekkad and Han (1997) etc., presented
heat transfer results for smooth and ribbed multi-pass channels. The reports suggest that
a 60° angled rib produces higher enhancement compared to 45° and 90° ribs. Han and
Zhang (1991) reported that the combined effects of the rib angle, rib orientation, and the
sharp 180° turn significantly affect the local mass transfer distributions.
Many studies have focused on the effect of many rib geometries on the heat
transfer and friction in straight and two-pass rectangular and square channels. They
have provided regional heat transfer enhancement, pressure drop penalty and heat
transfer correlations for ribbed channels. However, none of these studies consider the
effect of channel cross-section variation from inlet to turn and turn to exit. In the present
study, all walls are angles such that the channel cross-section area at the turn decreases
four times the inlet or exit cross-section area. The channel aspect ratio is maintained
thorough the length of the channel, which is a square (1:1). Detailed heat transfer
distributions are obtained using transient TLC technique described in earlier sections.
Both straight and tapered channels have been tested for three inlet flow Reynolds
numbers - 10000,25000 and 50000.
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7.2 Description of Test Section
Figure 6.1 shows the straight and tapered test sections. Their dimension details
are described in section 6.2. Both the test sections are made of 1.27 cm plexiglass. Both
the test sections are 60.96 cm long. Figure 7.1 shows the rib distribution fro the straight
and tapered channels. The ribs are placed orthogonal to the bulk flow direction. The rib
height at every location is 10% of the local hydraulic diameter (e = 0.1 Dh). For the
straight channel the rib height is constant as the channel width/height is uniform over
the entire length. Ribs were placed on both sidewalls at the same axial location. This is
referred to as the in-line configuration in the earlier studies. For the straight channel, the
ribs are same as the height thorough the channel length from inlet to exit. The rib pitch
is 10 rib heights (P/e = 10). The tapered channel has more number of rib pitches as seen
in figure 7.1. The actual physical pitch distance between ribs decreases as the hydraulic
diameter decreases. This causes the local rib height (e) and the rib pitch (P) to decrease
along the tapered channel.
Figure 7.1 also shows the rib distribution notation. The notation ‘e’ refers to the
rib height that is based on the local hydraulic diameter and the pitch P is defined as 10
times the height of the upstream rib height in the first pass. The second pass ribs are
placed at the parallel location to the first pass rib location along the channel length. The
rib pitch is defined as 10 times the height of downstream rib height in the second pass.
For the straight channel, a rib was placed in the middle of the turn region along the
divider wall line to enhance heat transfer in the turn region. This was however not done
in tapered channel as the presence of rib was expected to reduce heat transfer
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enhancement doe to decelerating effect. Also the rib placement in the turn region o f the
tapered channel was physically not possible due to geometrical constraints.

Figure 7.1 Rib distributions for the straight and
tapered channels
7.3 Results and Discussions
The results for the smooth straight and tapered channels were presented in
earlier section 6.3. This section focuses on results with ribs. Also this analysis uses data
and results from the earlier sections. Figure 7.2 presents the detailed Nusselt number
ratio distributions fro the straight channel with ribs. The 90° angled rib enhances the
heat transfer on the surface compared to the smooth surface. The distributions appear
periodic between adjacent ribs in the first pass. The distributions display the periodic
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flow separation at the top of the ribs and reattachment in the region in between the ribs.
Highest heat transfer is observed in the region of reattachment. In the turn region, heat
transfer is enhanced due to the combination of the ribs and the turn. The effect of turninduced centrifugal forces is reduced due to the presence of the ribs in the turn and
after-turn region. Further downstream of the turn, the distribution becomes periodic
again.

Figure 7.2 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for the
straight channel with ribs
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Figure 7.3 presents the detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for the
tapered channel with ribs. The presence of ribs produces periodicity in the heat transfer
distributions. As the channel tapers the rib size and pitch decreases. However, the
periodicity is still similar in the first pass. In the turn region, the ribs appear to reduce
the suddenness of the sharp turn producing lower Nusselt number ratios after the turn.
The difference in levels of Nusselt number ratio is distinctly evident after the turn.

Figure 7.3 Detailed Nusselt number ratio distributions for the
tapered channel with ribs
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The Nusselt number distributions assume periodicity within a short distance after the
turn fro the tapered channel. The tapered channel with ribs appears to have Nusselt
number ratios similar to the levels provided by the straight channel with ribs after the
turn. The ribs might be reducing the effects of the turn for the tapered channel,
significantly reducing the high Nusselt numbers obtained for the smooth channel
immediately after the turn.
Figure 7.4 presents the effects of ribs on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
ratio distributions for the straight channel. These results are very much similar to those
obtained by Ekkad and Han (1997). The ribs produce a periodic distributions between
the ribs in the first pass and far downstream in the second pass. Ribs produce about 2
times higher Nusselt number than the smooth channel that is consistent with the results
presented by other studies on rib turbulated channels. Just downstream of the turn, the
Nusselt number ratios are higher due to the combination of turn and the ribs.
Figure 7.5 shows the effect of ribs on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number ratio
distributions for the tapered channel. The ribbed channel shows periodic distributions
over the entire channel. The ribs produce about 1.5 to 2.0 times higher Nusselt number
over the smooth channel. As Reynolds number increases, the effect of the ribs
decreases. Downstream of the turn, the smooth channel produces higher Nusselt
numbers than the ribbed channel. As earlier mentioned the ribs appear to reduce the
acceleration induced impingement effects as seen for the smooth channel resulting in
similar levels of Nusselt number ratios in the after-turn region for both the smooth and
ribbed channels. Further downstream as the turn effect decreases, the Nusselt number
ratio for the ribbed channel is higher than for the smooth channel.
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Figure 7.4 Effect of ribs on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
distributions for the straight channel
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Figure 7.5 Effect of ribs on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
distributions for the tapered channel
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Figure 7.6 presents the effect of taper on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
ratio distributions for the ribbed channels. Te tapered channel produces higher Nusselt
number ratios in the first pass. As Reynolds number increase, the taper of the channel
seems to have reduced effect for ribbed channels. The ribs appear to reduce the
acceleration effect

Figure 7.6 Effect of channel taper on spanwise-averaged Nusselt number
ratios for ribbed channels
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that was evident for the smooth channels. This is an important result as this indicates
clearly that the tapered channel without ribs may have different flow characteristics than
the tapered channel without ribs. However, once ribs are placed along the sidewalls,
both the straight and tapered channels appear to produce similar Nusselt number ratios.
It is also important to note that the tapered channel produces similar Nusselt number
ratios as the straight channel but the actual Nusselt number for the tapered channel is
much higher than for the straight channel.
7.4 Conclusions
Detailed heat transfer distributions are presented for straight and tapered twopass channels without ribs for three Reynolds numbers. Several important conclusions
can be made based on the results presented. The first pass local Nusselt numbers when
normalized with the local Nusselt number based on correlation appears to be of same
levels for both the straight and tapered smooth channels at low inlet Reynolds number
condition. This indicates that the acceleration effect appears to be well represented by
the local Reynolds number. However, at a high Reynolds number case of 50000, the
tapered channel produces significantly higher Nusselt number ratio than the straight
channel. The acceleration effect may be stronger at high Reynolds numbers. The
tapered channel with ribs provides 1.5-2.0 times higher Nusselt number ratios over the
tapered smooth channel in the first pass. In the after-turn region of the second pass, the
ribbed and smooth channels provide similar Nusselt number ratios. The ribs may be
producing a decelerating effect that acts opposite to that of the tapering. The tapered
channel with ribs and the straight channel with ribs provide similar enhancement levels
in most of the channel. In the after turn region, the tapered channel produces slightly
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higher Nusselt number than the straight channel. It is important to note that the actual
local Nusselt numbers are significantly higher for the tapered channel over the smooth
channel. The local Reynolds number doubles from inlet to turn and halves from turn to
exit in the second pass. Normalizing with the local Nusselt number based on the
correlation was expected to nullify the taper effect (acceleration and deceleration). This
is the assumption engine designers typically have effectively used in designing tapered
channels inside turbine blades. Although, the information clarifies their assumption in
most part, it may be important to study tapered channels and their characteristics to
completely understand their value to heat transfer enhancement.
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